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Abstract Gravimetric methods are expected to play a decisive role in geophysical modeling of the
regional crustal structure applied to geoneutrino studies. GIGJ (GOCE Inversion for Geoneutrinos at
JUNO) is a 3‐D numerical model constituted by ~46 × 103 voxels of 50 × 50 × 0.1 km, built by inverting
GOCE (Gravity ﬁeld and steady‐state Ocean Circulation Explorer) gravimetric data over the 6° × 4° area
centered at the JUNO (Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory) experiment, currently under
construction in the Guangdong Province (China). The a priori modeling is based on the adoption of deep
seismic sounding proﬁles, receiver functions, teleseismic P wave velocity models, and Moho depth maps,
according to their own accuracy and spatial resolution. The inversion method allowed for integrating GOCE
data with the a priori information and some regularization conditions through a Bayesian approach and a
stochastic optimization. GIGJ ﬁts the highly accurate and homogeneously distributed GOCE gravity data
with a ~1 mGal standard deviation of the residuals, compatible with the observation accuracy. GIGJ provides
a site‐speciﬁc subdivision of the crustal layers masses, of which uncertainties include estimation errors,
associated to the gravimetric solution, and systematic uncertainties, related to the adoption of a ﬁxed
sedimentary layer. A consequence of this local rearrangement of the crustal layer thicknesses is a ~21%
reduction and a ~24% increase of the middle and lower crust geoneutrino signal, respectively. The
geophysical uncertainties of geoneutrino signals at JUNO produced by unitary uranium and thorium
abundances distributed in the upper, middle, and lower crust are reduced by 77%, 55%, and 78%,
respectively. The numerical model is available at this site (http://www.fe.infn.it/radioactivity/GIGJ).
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1. Introduction
Understanding the composition of the Earth is a puzzling question that continuously pushes the scientiﬁc
community to conceive innovative methods for gathering access to the interior of our planet.
While the geophysical structure of the entire Earth is almost well established, available information on its
composition relies on shallow drill cores and samples brought to the surface by volcanic eruptions.
Breakthroughs in the ﬁeld are expected from the interplay between Earth science and particle physics,
which are currently exploring the promising scenarios of the Earth's spectrometry with atmospheric
neutrino oscillations (Rott et al., 2015) and the detection of geoneutrinos (Fiorentini et al., 2007).
Geoneutrinos are electron antineutrinos produced in beta decays of naturally occurring radioactive isotopes in the Earth. They propagate almost without interacting, providing instantaneous insights on the
radiogenic heat power of our planet. The present technology permits detecting geoneutrinos produced
by beta decays of 234mPa and 214Bi (238U decay series) and 228Ac and 212Bi (232Th decay series). By measuring their ﬂux and energy spectrum, it is possible to infer the global amount, distribution, and ratio of
U and Th in the crust and in the mantle, essential ingredients for the discrimination among different bulk
silicate Earth compositional models (Šrámek et al., 2013). Recent measurements from the KamLAND
(Japan; Gando et al., 2013) and Borexino (Italy; Agostini et al., 2015) experiments are opening the way
to multiple‐site geoneutrino studies aimed at distinguishing the site‐dependent crustal components
(~75% of the signal) from the mantle component (~25% of the signal) (Fiorentini et al., 2012). In this framework, new geoneutrino measurements are highly awaited from the SNO+ detector (Canada; Andringa
et al., 2016) and from the Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO) experiment (An
et al., 2016).
The JUNO experiment is under construction in Kaiping, Jiangmen, Guangdong Province (South China),
53 km far from two nuclear power plants, which is the optimum distance for the determination of the
neutrino mass hierarchy from reactor antineutrino oscillation interferences. The 20 kt liquid scintillation
detection volume, together with the excellent energy resolution, will allow JUNO to address many physics
goals related to the observations of neutrino events of astrophysical and terrestrial origin (An et al., 2016;
Strati et al., 2015).
Since the beginning of 1900, when the Croatian seismologist Andrija Mohorovičić discovered its existence,
the study of the crust‐mantle discontinuity (Moho) and more in general of the lithosphere architecture has
been mainly performed by seismic observations. In 2012 the GOCE Exploitation for Moho Modeling and
Applications (GEMMA) project, funded by the Politecnico di Milano and the European Space Agency,
demonstrated the possibility of exploiting satellite gravity data from the Gravity ﬁeld and steady‐state
Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) mission (Drinkwater et al., 2003) to model the main features of the crust
at both global and regional scales (Reguzzoni & Sampietro, 2015).
The use of satellite data offers the main advantage of giving a regional outline of the crustal architecture that
integrates data from local seismic proﬁles which are often not homogenously distributed. In this respect,
satellite gravity observations, especially those coming from the GOCE mission, can be considered the optimal tool to study the main features of the Earth's crust at regional scale, for which resolutions better than
30–50 km are not really required. The major issues when using gravity observations for crustal modeling
are the nonuniqueness and the ill posedness of the problem. As it is well known (see, e.g., Sampietro &
Sansò, 2012), the inverse gravimetric problem, namely the estimation of the masses generating a gravitational ﬁeld from observations of the ﬁeld itself, does not generally have a unique solution. Moreover, the problem is strongly unstable and requires some kind of regularization to control the effects of observation and
model errors. Several approaches have been studied in literature to solve inverse gravimetric problems (see,
e.g., Blakely, 1996; Parker, 1994, and the references therein).
To tackle this challenge, we used a new algorithm, based on a Bayesian approach (Bosch, 2004; Mosegaard &
Tarantola, 2002; Rossi et al., 2016) and able to invert the gravity ﬁeld by also exploiting some a priori information on the crustal structure derived from a combination of geological maps and seismic data. This
approach helped us to reduce the nonuniqueness and ill posedness of the problem, thus obtaining a 3‐D
voxel‐wise crustal model beneath the Guangdong province, southeastern China, to be used for predicting
the geoneutrino ﬂux at JUNO. Following the approach described in Coltorti et al. (2011) and Huang et al.
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(2014), the 3‐D model, centered at the location of the JUNO detector, covers an area of 6° × 4° from which
50% of the total geoneutrino signal is expected (Strati et al., 2015).

2. Geological Setting of the Region
The study area is located in the southeast of China and includes the northern margin of the South China Sea
(SCS), the Guangdong region, and the southeastern part of Guangxi region (Figure 1). It is a part of the South
China Block (SCB) that has a complex tectonic history (John et al., 1990; Zeng et al., 1997), as well as a composition and a thickness poorly understood (Zheng & Zhang, 2007). The SCB is composed of two collided
Neoproterozoic continental crustal blocks (He et al., 2013): the Yangtze, in the northwest sector, which
forms a stable cratonic area, and the Cathaysia Block (CB) in the southeast (Xu et al., 2007), which comprises
the offshore continental margin of the SCS (Pearl River Mouth Basin); the boundary between these blocks is
still an object of debate (Deng et al., 2014; He et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2015).
The CB consists of Palaeo and Mesoproterozoic intensely folded basement rocks (gneisses, amphibolites, and
migmatites) with superimposed Mesozoic and early Cenozoic volcanism and granitic intrusions (a total area
of ~220,000 km2), covered by Sinian to Mesozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The granitoids of CB have
interested various tectonic settings, with heterogeneous sources and repeated processes of crustal melting,
mixing, and fractional crystallization (Jiang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010).
Starting from the northwest to the southeast, the continental crust is characterized by lateral variations in
thickness and composition, as well as in P wave velocity, reaching a transition zone that continues until
the oceanic crust of the SCS (Li et al., 2007). The crust exhibits a typical layer distribution into Upper
Crust (UC), Middle Crust (MC), and Lower Crust (LC) and refers to a felsic and intermediate composition
(Li et al., 2007), mainly for the continental sector. In the transition zone toward the oceanic crust, southeast
of the 6° × 4° area centered in JUNO (Figure 1), this distinction is less recognizable. The CB shows a general
younger trend, from inland to coast, and an increasing occurrence of intrusions (mainly in the upper portion
of the crust) moving from northwest to northeast.
The CB can be subdivided into three parts by two distinct tectonic regional elements (Figure 1), the Shi‐Hang
Zone (SHZ) and the Lishui‐Haifeng Fault (LHF), which from northwest to southeast are the Cathaysia
Interior (CI), the Cathaysia Folded Belt (CFB), and the Southeast Coast Magmatic Belt (SCMB) (Chen
et al., 2008; Xia et al., 2015). The SHZ has been interpreted as an intra‐arc rift (back‐arc extensional zone
related to the paleo‐Paciﬁc plate subduction) that affected the middle to late Jurassic felsic and maﬁc magmatism in southeast China; it played an important role in the reworking of the crust and lithosphere in the
study region (Jiang et al., 2009; Xia et al., 2015). Together with the high‐angle strike slip fault (LHF), this element appears to be a discriminating factor for the distribution of Mesozoic magmatic rocks. The Triassic
granites are mainly distributed in the CI and CFB, the Cretaceous granitoids in the SCMB, and the
Jurassic rocks in the CFB (Chen et al., 2008). The SCMB consists of intermediate to maﬁc compositions,
compared to the felsic compositions in the CFB and the CI (Xia et al., 2015). We emphasize that the CB is
characterized by the exposition of widespread Mesozoic granitic and volcanic rocks, particularly in the
coastal area, and by a slightly decreasing degree of acidity moving from west to east.

3. Geophysical Data Sets
As our ﬁnal model assumes a layered crust and a one‐layer uppermost mantle, we deﬁned the following
surfaces: the topography/bathymetry, the bottom of sediments (i.e., the Top of the Upper Crust (TUC)),
the Top of the Middle Crust (TMC), the Top of the Lower Crust (TLC), the Moho Discontinuity (MD),
and a horizon with a constant depth of 50 km, which is the bottom of the model.
Constraints for the deﬁnition of the crustal model were obtained from published studies including Deep
Seismic Sounding proﬁles (DSS), Receiver Functions (RF), teleseismic P wave velocity models, and Moho
depth maps (Figure 2). The inputs and their corresponding uncertainty are summarized in Tables S1 and
S2 of the supporting information, which details the criteria used for the selection, interpretation, and implementation of the data in the a priori model.
The P wave velocities for the different crustal layers were obtained from DSS belonging to 12 seismic proﬁles
(Figure 2). The P wave velocity contours of each model were used as benchmarks for the depth of the
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Figure 1. (a) Location map of the study area outlined with a black rectangle. (b) Simpliﬁed tectonic map of the region in which the JUNO detector will be located
(green star): the tectonic partition of the Cathaysia Block is divided into three parts, the Cathaysia Interior (CI), the Cathaysia Fold Belt (CFB), and the Southeast
Coast Magmatic Belt (SCMB), on the basis of two regional geological features, the Shi‐Hang Zone (SHZ) and the Lishui‐Haifeng Fault (LHF; modiﬁed after
Chen et al., 2008). The 3‐D regional crustal model refers to the 6° × 4° area (depicted with green rectangles) centered at JUNO. (c) Schematic crustal cross section
showing the vertical layer distribution (UC = Upper Crust; MC = Middle Crust; LC = Lower Crust) inferred from seismic data on the basis of average P wave
velocity. A lateral variation moving to the Transition Zone (TZ) toward the oceanic crust is visible. The top layer (parallel black lines) represents the sedimentary
cover (Sinian‐Mesozoic). The colored triangles highlight the increasing and typically younger trend of the intrusion from northwest to southeast; in green the
Triassic intrusions, in black the Jurassic ones, and in red the Cretaceous ones. The LHF has been interpreted as a regional strike‐slip fault with right movement and
limited to the lower crust (modiﬁed after Zhou et al., 2006). JUNO = Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory.

modeled geophysical surfaces. The 3σ MD uncertainty associated to each DSS proﬁles was estimated by
considering the picking error (1σ) from each reference paper (Table S2). The uncertainties for the TLC
and TMC were subdivided into two quality classes based on the clarity of the corresponding velocity
contour during the digitalization (Table S2).
Additional punctual constraints for the MD come from 10 teleseismic stations, 2 located inside and 8 outside
the study area (Figure 2). As the MD information from the stations was provided according to different
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Figure 2. Geophysical input data used for the construction of the 3‐D model in the 6° × 4° area centered at the JUNO detector location (22°07′05″N, 112°31′05″
E; An et al., 2016). Deep seismic sounding proﬁles, P wave velocity proﬁles, and locations of seismograph stations correspond to the input seismic data used
to build the a priori model for the inversion of gravimetric data. The raw observations of gravimetric disturbances (δg) are represented as a continuous grid
with 5 km × 5 km resolution. JUNO = Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory.

analysis methods (Tkalčić et al., 2011), the 3σ MD uncertainty was estimated by accounting for both the
individual uncertainty of each method and the variability of the different MD data (Table S2).
We further used a 3‐D P wave velocity model from Sun and Toksöz (2006). The 3σ MD uncertainty was
estimated on the basis of the standard deviation of the travel time of the ﬁnal model and on the basis of
the mean velocity in the LC.
Finally, three Moho depth maps were adapted from Hao et al. (2014), He et al. (2013), and Xia et al.
(2015) and provided in the construction of the a priori model as regular grids with 10 km × 10 km
horizontal resolution.

4. Bayesian Gravity Inversion
In the next sections, the method of the gravity inversion in the JUNO area will be shown. The Bayesian
mathematical model of the problem is presented, including some additional constraints that can be put
on the solution, together with the gravity data and the a priori information that were provided as input to
the mathematical model.
4.1. Target Function of the Gravity Inversion Problem
The investigated volume was split into voxels, Vi, with index i = 1, 2, … N. Each voxel is a regular prism with a
ﬁxed size, and it is described by two parameters: a label Li, denoting the material constituting the voxel (e.g.,
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UC, MC, and LC), and a mass density ρi that is assumed constant inside the voxel volume. The prisms were
disposed on a regular grid in Cartesian coordinates, and the forward modeling was performed in
planar approximation. This geometry allowed easily introducing neighborhood relationships that will be
discussed later.
The inversion algorithm is based on the Bayes theorem:
PðxjyÞ∝Lðyjx ÞPðx Þ

(1)

where y is the vector of observables, namely the gravity signal, x is the vector of parameters L, ρ for all
voxels, P(x| y) and P(x) are the posterior and the prior distribution, respectively, and Lðy∣x ) is the likelihood. Since gravity is observed, the likelihood represents the degree of ﬁt between the observed signal yo
and the modeled one y(x). Its distribution was derived from the assumption that the observation noise ν
is normal, namely:


1
Lðy ¼ yo jx Þ∝ exp − ½yo −yðx ÞT C−1
½
y
−y
ð
x
Þ

νν o
2

(2)

with Cνν the noise covariance matrix. It is worth to notice that, even if theoretically y(x) depends on the full
set of parameters, in this case it depends directly on the full set of densities ρ only. The other parameters,
namely the labels L, act indirectly through the prior distribution.
The prior distribution was deﬁned by considering the available geophysical information on the study region,
integrated with some regularization conditions. This information was supplied to the algorithm in the
following way:
1. a range of variation of each boundary surface between two layers with different labels;
2. neighborhood rules between the possible couple of labels;
3. the density of each material, namely of each label, in terms of the most probable value and its range of
variation.
The shape of the prior distribution was chosen to highlight the dependency of each density ρi on the label Li:
N

Pðx Þ ¼ Π Pðρi jLi Þ⋅PðLÞ

(3)

i¼1

The density of each voxel ρi was assumed to be normally distributed once the label Li was given:
8 
2 9
>
< ρ−μρ ðLi Þ >
=
Pðρi jLi Þ∝ exp −
>
2σ 2ρ ðLi Þ >
:
;

(4)

where the mean μρ(Li) and the variance σ 2ρ ðLi Þ were given as a priori information.
On the other hand, the labels L were modeled as a Markov Random Field. Therefore, their probability
distribution assumed the shape of a Gibbs distribution, where the energy is the sum of the clique potential
(Azencott, 1988):
(



1 N
1 N
PðLÞ∝ exp − γ ∑ s2i ðLi Þ− λ ∑ ∑ q2 Li ; Lj
2 i¼1
2 i¼1 j∈Δi

)
(5)

where s2i ðLi Þ and q2(Li, Lj) are two penalty functions deﬁning and weighting the admissible labels for each
voxel i and for its neighbor Δi, respectively, and γ and λ are the relative weights between these two penalty
functions. The most probable label realization is the one with the smallest overall penalty.
The function s2i ðLi Þ was used to deﬁne the limits of the boundary surfaces between two layers. In particular, it
is equal to 0 if the label Li is admissible for the voxel i; otherwise it is equal to +∞, namely the highest penalty
value. This setup implies that the value of the weight γ is irrelevant.
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The function q2(Li, Lj) was used to deﬁne neighborhood rules between different materials, thus controlling
the smoothness of the boundary surfaces and preventing layers with null thickness. In particular, it is equal
to 0 if the neighbors labels Li and Lj are the same, equal to 1 if they are different but their closeness is admissible, and equal to +∞ if they are different and they cannot even be one close to the other. According to this
deﬁnition, the higher is the value of the weight λ, the higher is the penalty for different neighbor labels, and
therefore the higher is the smoothness imposed to the boundary surfaces.
Combining equations (2)–(5) into equation (1), the posterior distribution was derived. Then, invoking the
maximum a posteriori principle, the most probable set of labels and densities were chosen as the solution.
This corresponds to ﬁnding the minimum of the following target function:
N

F ðρ; Ljyo Þ ¼ ½yo −yðx Þ C −1
vv ½y o −yðx Þ þ η∑
T


2
ρ−μρ ðLi Þ
σ 2ρ ðLi Þ

i¼1

N


2

þ λ ∑ ∑ q Li ; Lj



N

þ γ ∑ s2i ðLi Þ
i¼1

(6)

i¼1 j∈Δi

where the additional weight η is equal to the ratio between the number of observations and the number of
voxels. Its introduction into the target function is to balance the magnitude of the contributions due to the
gravity residuals and the density variations from the mean. The minimum was retrieved by using a stochastic
optimization method, namely a simulated annealing aided by a Gibbs Sampler (Robert & Casella, 2004).
4.2. Constraints on the Solution Domain
The minimization of equation (6) can lead to a solution of the inverse gravimetric problem that is optimal
from the mathematical point of view but with a questionable physical meaning. The idea to overcome this
drawback is to restrict the domain of the acceptable densities, so as to guarantee the plausibility of the solution. In addition, this restriction has the beneﬁt of numerically stabilizing the minimization process.
The ﬁrst weak point of the mathematical model deﬁned in section 4.1 is that the prior distribution of the
voxel density given the label is normal (see equation (4)). This is an advantage for the computation of the
posterior distribution but does not correspond to the reality, since generally each material has a ﬁnite
density range (Telford et al., 1990). Although very unlikely, some unphysical density values may be
attributed to a subset of voxels in order to minimize equation (6). The proposed solution is to choose
[μρ(Li) − 3σρ(Li), μρ(Li)+3σρ(Li)] as the admissible density range for the label Li. The solution of equation (6)
is then searched into the hyperparallelogram deﬁned by the Cartesian product of the 6σρ(Li) density ranges
of all the voxels i. The sides of this hyperparallelogram can be reduced by introducing a scaling factor αρ
(0 ≤ αρ ≤ 1) of the density standard deviations σρ(Li). This further restriction is useful to reduce the density
variability inside each layer of the solution of the inverse gravimetric problem as gravity data could be
equally well ﬁtted by a concentrated or a disperse density model. The former is here preferred, and its selection is obtained by decreasing the value of αρ.
Another weakness of the mathematical model deﬁned in section 4.1 is that, given the labels, the voxel densities are independent of one another (see equation (3)). This means that a rough density model with sharp
variations between close voxels is a very likely solution of the inverse gravimetric model, because the
gravity ﬁtting is reached by freely adapting the densities and maintaining very smooth boundary surfaces
between layers. To avoid this result, the simplest approach would be the introduction of a nondiagonal
density covariance matrix Cρρ into equation (3). However, this choice would have severe computational
implications in the stochastic minimization of the resulting target function. For this reason, the solution
domain is restricted by adding some constraints on the lateral and vertical variation of the density inside
each layer, which is an alternative (deterministic) way of introducing a density spatial correlation. The
maximum admissible values of the lateral and vertical density variations are respectively deﬁned by two
scale factors αℓ and αv (0 ≤ αℓ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ αv ≤ 1) of the rescaled density ranges, which are equal to
αρ · 6σρ(Li). A further restriction of the solution domain is applied to force a density increasing (UC, MC,
and LC) or decreasing (uppermost mantle layer) trend with depth inside each layer, which is well justiﬁed
from the geological point of view.
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As the minimization procedure is based on a Gibbs sampler, the presented constraints were not simultaneously applied to the joint density distribution of all the voxels but were sequentially applied to the conditional density distribution of each voxel given the others, making the evaluation of the solution domain
much easier.
Finally, it should be noted that the normalization constant of the posterior distribution does depend on the
shape of the density domain and consequently on the parameters αρ, αℓ, and αv. Since this normalization
constant has not a simple analytical expression and its numerical evaluation would signiﬁcantly increase
the computational burden of the whole minimization procedure, it was not included into the target function
of equation (6). This implies that the target function cannot be used to compare solutions based on different
values of the parameters αρ, αℓ, and αv. This is also the reason why these parameters were a priori ﬁxed and
were not considered as random variables (hyperparameters) with their own prior distributions.
4.3. Gravity Data
The voxel model to be estimated was chosen with a horizontal resolution of 50 km × 50 km and a vertical one
of 100 m. The horizontal resolution was designed according to the requirements for the geoneutrino ﬂux
computation, while the vertical one was chosen as a trade‐off between gravity sensibility and expected variability of the sediments boundary surfaces.
Given these geometrical parameters, the observations to be inverted were the gravity anomalies synthesized
from a global gravity model on a grid of 50 km horizontal resolution, namely the same as the voxel model, at
an ellipsoidal height of 600 m, guaranteeing to be as close as possible to the topography but outside masses.
The global gravity model was chosen between a satellite‐only solution, with the advantage of being computed by homogeneous data, and a combined solution, having a higher spectral resolution. In particular,
the latest release of the GOCE‐only space‐wise model up to degree and order 330 (Gatti & Reguzzoni,
2017; Reguzzoni & Tselfes, 2009) and the combined EIGEN‐6C4 model up to degree and order 2190
(Förste et al., 2014; Shako et al., 2014) were considered. The choice was performed by comparing the empirical autocorrelation function of the gravity disturbances synthetized from these two models (up to different
degrees and orders) with the one of the forward signal of the a priori most probable model of the region.
To avoid the introduction of useless high frequencies that cannot be interpreted by a voxel model with the
given geometrical resolution, the observed and a priori signal should have a similar stochastic behavior.
Figure 3 shows that the correlation length of the GOCE‐only space‐wise model (SPWR5) truncated at degree
and order 200 is very similar to the one of the signal generated by the a priori model; therefore, this was the
chosen model for the observation synthesis. The corresponding commission error is of the order of 1 mGal
(10−5 m/s2) for the whole study area, considering a diagonal noise covariance matrix in equation (2).
4.4. Prior Crustal Model
The geophysical inputs shown in section 3 were used to deﬁne the prior distribution in equation (3), providing geometrical and density information. Note that all the voxels above the TUC surface have ﬁxed labels
and density because topography and bathymetry were taken from the GEBCO08 1 min grid (Monahan,
2008), while the sedimentary layers were taken from the CRUST 1.0 model (Laske et al., 2013).
The a priori geometrical information entered as the admissible depth ranges of the TMC, TLC, and MD.
These ranges were computed by using the available geophysical data and their uncertainties (Figure 2).
In the areas lacking in local seismic information, an additional input was given by the Reﬁned Earth
Reference Model (Huang et al., 2013), hereafter RRM, which provides the thickness with the corresponding
uncertainty of the crustal layers at 1° × 1° spatial resolution. The depth data were ﬁrst interpolated on the
knots of the planimetric grid deﬁned by the voxel model, and then a range of 2 times the 3σ uncertainties
(taken from Table S2) was opened around each depth value. Since there were many data sources, namely
DSS, RF, teleseismic, depth maps, and the RRM global model, the computation of a unique depth range
for each knot and for each surface was required. This was performed by ﬁrst joining depth ranges from
the same sources and then intersecting the resulting ranges from different sources. The output was the
admissible depth range of each boundary that is used to set up the penalty function s2i ðLi Þ (see equation (5)).
Concerning the a priori density information to be used in equation (4), the mean and standard deviation of
UC, MC, and LC were deﬁned as (2,660 ± 80) kg/m3, (2,820 ± 20) kg/m3, and (2,980 ± 60) kg/m3,
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Figure 3. Empirical autocorrelation functions of the gravity disturbances synthetized from two global models truncated at
different degrees and orders (d/o), compared to the autocorrelation function of the forward signal of the a priori model.
The correlation length was used as the ﬁgure of merit to choose the model adopted for the generation of the signal to be
inverted.

respectively. These density values reproduce the statistics of the CRUST 1.0 global values, integrated with
local values inferred from DSS seismic velocity data and the relationship between P wave velocity and
density given by Christensen and Mooney (1995). The uppermost mantle layer is a portion of the
continental lithospheric mantle designed with a mean density decreasing in depth according to the PREM
model (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) and a standard deviation of 100 kg/m3.
Finally, an initial model was determined as a starting point for the simulated annealing. The boundary
surfaces of this initial model were estimated through a regularized least squares adjustment of the geophysical inputs, disregarding the contribution of the gravity observations. These surfaces laid into the previously
deﬁned depth ranges and were as smooth as possible. The layer densities of each layer were ﬁxed to the previously deﬁned mean values. Since this initial model is seismic driven and gravity independent, it can be
seen as a prior crustal model and can be also used to quantify the improvement brought by the gravity information to the ﬁnal solution through the application of the Bayesian inversion, as discussed in section 5.3.
Note that the gravity data cover an area of 6° × 4° as well as the ﬁnal solution, but the inversion was actually
performed on an area larger by a border of 3°. In this border, the initial model has the RRM boundary surfaces, properly adjusted to the available seismic proﬁles (see Figure 2), and the same homogeneous layer
densities of the 6° × 4° area. Moreover, the forward modeling required for the computation of the likelihood
(equation (2)) is based on an enlarged crustal model by a further border of 3°. This border is ﬁxed to the RRM
geometry and density distribution, with the aim of linking the inversion solution to a realistic, although
approximate, crustal model. All these precautions in extending the working area have the main goal of
making the ﬁnal model much more robust against border effects, especially because of its small size
of 6° × 4°.

5. The GIGJ Model
In the following sections the selection criteria for choosing the best gravimetric solution are presented
together with the output GIGJ model (GOCE Inversion for Geoneutrinos at JUNO) and geometry and
density uncertainties of the crustal structure. The GIGJ model is further compared with the prior model
and existing global crustal models.
5.1. Finding the Best Gravimetric Solution
The ﬁnal model was estimated by minimizing the target function of equation (6) for different sets of input
parameters. In particular, the geometry smoothness was controlled by the value of the weight λ, the only
free parameter of equation (6), while the density variability and smoothness were controlled by the
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parameters αρ, αℓ, and αv through the solution domain restriction (see section 4.2). The considered values
were the following:
1. λ = λ, 10 λ, 100 λ, 1000 λ, 10000 λ;
2. αρ = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00;
3. αℓ = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.50;
4. αv = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.50;
where λ = 4 × 10−3 was empirically computed from the prior model. Overall, this led to 103 possible combinations of the input parameters for which the solution has to be retrieved. The computational burden of each
solution was about 30 min on a standard personal computer, translating into about 3 days of computation by
simultaneously running multiple processes on different machines.
An assessment of the different estimated models was performed to choose the best solution. A direct
comparison of the target function values (equation (6)) was not useful, because of the missing normalization.
Therefore, four indexes per each estimated solution were computed, which are σg, rℓ, rν, and m.
The σg index evaluates the quality of the gravity ﬁtting as the standard deviation of the residuals:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
½y −yðρÞT ½yo −yðρÞ
σg ¼
No o

(7)

where No is the number of observations.
Concerning the density smoothness, two quality indexes, rℓ and rν, were introduced to separately evaluate the
lateral and vertical density variations, respectively. They were computed as the root‐mean‐square (RMS) of
the maximum density differences between a voxel and its (horizontal or vertical) neighbors, namely:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
!2ﬃ
u
u1 N
k ¼ ℓ; v
(8)
r k ¼ t ∑ max ρi −ρj
N i¼1 j∈Δki
where N is the number of voxels and Δki is the horizontal (k = ℓ) or vertical (k = v) neighborhood of the
voxel i.
As for the geometry smoothness, the estimated models were ﬁrst translated in terms of discontinuity
surfaces (i.e., TMC, TLC, and MD) and then the quality index m was computed as the RMS of the maximum
slopes between a voxel and its neighbors, namely:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
!2
u
u1 3 n
zhi −zhj
t
m¼
∑ ∑ max
3n j¼1 i¼1 j∈Δi dij

(9)

where n is the number of knot of each surface, Δi is the neighborhood of each voxel i, zh is the depth of the
surface h (1 = TMC, 2 = TLC, 3 = MD), and dij is the horizontal distance between the voxels i and j.
The best solution was chosen according to a two‐step procedure. First, the solutions were ﬁltered by imposing the following selection criteria:
1. standard deviation of the gravity residuals σg inside the range (1.0 ± 0.2) mGal to be compatible with the
observation accuracy;
2. RMS of the maximum slopes m smaller than 2%; this threshold was chosen by rounding up the value of
this index computed for the prior model used as starting point of the simulated annealing, which is equal
to 1.89%.
The idea behind these two criteria was to look for a solution that is almost as smooth as the prior one but,
differently from it, is able to ﬁt the gravity observations. No constraints were put on the RMS of the maximum lateral and vertical density differences rℓ and rν. Note that only an upper bound to σg would have been
strictly required to guarantee a proper gravity ﬁtting. However, in order to obtain smaller gravity residuals,
the algorithm would have produced solutions with stronger density variations among neighbor voxels, thus
requiring the introduction of constraints on rℓ and rν. Since these constraints would have been difﬁcult to
calibrate, this situation was avoided by setting a lower bound to σg.
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Figure 4. Values of the quality indexes deﬁned in equations (7)–(9) for the ﬁltered solutions, which were 17 out of 1000.

The ﬁltering procedure was passed by 17 solutions only, for which the values of the four indexes are shown
in Figure 4. All 17 solutions were fully consistent with the gravity observation accuracy in terms of σg. The
best solution was then selected as the one for which the vector of the three indexes rℓ, rν, and m has the minimum norm, after a proper normalization, namely, the number 16 of the ﬁltered set (Figure 4) corresponding
to λ = 1000 λ, αρ = 0.2, αℓ = 0.2, and αv = 0.05. Indeed, each of the three indexes is minimized by this solution,
making their normalization irrelevant.
From now on, the selected model is called GIGJ. Its gravity ﬁtting is displayed in Figure 5, while its geometry and density distributions are
shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. As expected, the GIGJ crustal
model exhibits a thinning of the crust moving from the continental area
toward the oceanic region (i.e., along the northwest to southeast direction; Figure 6), together with a higher spatial variability of the UC density
with respect to the MC and LC layers (Figure 7).
5.2. Model Uncertainties
With the aim of estimating the geophysical contribution to the geoneutrino signal uncertainty for each crustal layer, the overall mass uncertainty was calculated for the GIGJ solution. It comprises an estimation
error component associated to the solution of the inverse gravimetric problem and a systematic error component due to the adoption of a ﬁxed sedimentary layer (Table 1).

Figure 5. Gravity residuals of the GIGJ model.
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The output of the GIGJ solution is made up of ~46 × 103 voxels, each one
assigned with density and label values. The joint posterior distribution
P(ρ, L |yo) of all the voxels cannot be evaluated, neither analytically nor
numerically. Therefore, the estimation error component of GIGJ was split
into a density and a geometry contribution, both estimated by sample
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Figure 6. Depth maps of the Top of the Upper Crust (TUC), Top of the Middle Crust (TMC), Top of the Lower Crust (TLC), and Moho Discontinuity (MD) for the
6° × 4° area centered at the JUNO (Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory) detector location. Negative values mean surfaces above the zero level.

statistics on proper marginal distributions of the individual voxels; the sampling procedure was performed
by using a Gibbs sampler, starting from the GIGJ solution, keeping ﬁxed the corresponding values of λ,
αρ, αℓ, and αv and drawing about 3 × 106 samples.
First of all, the density variability of each voxel i was evaluated by sampling the marginal distribution
P(ρi |LGIGJ,yo) of the conditional posterior given the GIGJ label realization LGIGJ. The sample density
variances were computed for all the voxels and then averaged for each label (ﬁrst column of Table 1).
Second, the geometrical variability of each voxel i was evaluated by sampling the marginal posterior distribution P(Li |yo). The probability that each voxel has a label different from the one of the GIGJ model was
computed and then translated into a “volumetric uncertainty”. This translation was performed by multiplying this probability by the voxel volume and summing over voxels belonging to the same label (second
column of Table 1).
The reliability of the GIGJ model also depends on the accuracy of the sedimentary mass, which was a ﬁxed
input (MSED = 47.1 × 1016 kg) in the a priori model and which is known to be affected by a typical 15% relative uncertainty (Kaban & Mooney, 2001). By increasing (decreasing) the thickness of the sedimentary layers
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Figure 7. Frequency distributions of the density values for each label of the GIGJ model for the upper crust, middle crust,
lower crust, and uppermost mantle. The latter corresponds to the portion of continental lithospheric mantle down to
50 km of depth.

by 15% and by reapplying the inversion algorithm to the modiﬁed input data, the corresponding mass
decrease (increase) of each crustal layer was computed in order to evaluate the systematic component in
the mass uncertainty (Table 1). On the other hand, a density variation on the order of 15% produces a
rearrangement of the mass distribution with a negligible overall mass variation of each crustal layer.
The MC presents a higher mass estimation error (2.5%) with respect to the UC (0.3%) and LC (0.7%), as the
TUC is assumed to be known and the MD is relatively well marked by seismic information. On the contrary,
the systematic component of the mass uncertainty is dominant for the UC
(1.4%) and progressively decreases by respectively 1 and 2 orders of magnitude for the MC (0.3%) and the LC (0.03%). Finally, the 692.0 × 104 km3
Table 1
volume of uppermost mantle layer has a mean density of 3,378.7 kg/m3,
Mean Density and Volume of the Upper Crust (UC), Middle Crust (MC), and
a
where the corresponding low estimation error of 18.6 kg/m3 results from
Lower Crust (LC) Obtained for the GIGJ Model
its ﬁxed bottom horizon.
3
4
3
16
UC
MC
LC

Density (kg/m )

Volume (10 km )

2,649.3 ± 7.4
2,818.0 ± 5.9
2,978.7 ± 10.8

263.4 ± 0.1
207.6 ± 5.2
336.1 ± 1.9

a

Mass (10

kg)

697.8 ± 2.2 (±9.6)
585.0 ± 15.8 (±1.9)
1,001.1 ± 9.3 (±0.3)

The mean density and volume values are reported together with their
estimation errors obtained by sample statistics on the marginal posterior
distributions of the individual voxels. The relative mass estimation errors
for each crustal layer are conservatively calculated summing the relative
errors of density and volume, while the systematic uncertainties (in
brackets) are obtained by evaluating the impact of a 15% sediment thickness variation.
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It is important to underline that the estimated uncertainties in Table 1 do
not account for variations of the parameters λ, αρ, αℓ, and αv that were
ﬁxed to the values of the optimal solution. However, by looking at
Figure 4, one can easily realize that all the solutions from 8 to 17 could
be considered almost equally smooth according to the three deﬁned
indexes, and therefore each of them could be selected as an alternative
GIGJ model. This means that they can be used to assess the mass uncertainty depending on the choice of the parameters λ, αρ, αℓ, and αv. The
UC, MC, and LC mass standard deviations of these 10 solutions is
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Table 2
a
Total Geoneutrino Signals GTOT (GTOT = GU + GTh) in TNU Assuming Unitary Uranium and Thorium Abundances
Geoneutrino signal with aU = 1 μg/g and aTh = 1 μg/g
GIGJ

UC
MC
LC

Prior model

CRUST 1.0

RRM

GU (TNU)

GTh (TNU)

GTOT (TNU)

GTOT (TNU)

GTOT (TNU)

GTOT (TNU)

3.25 ± 0.05
1.59 ± 0.05
2.03 ± 0.02

0.223 ± 0.004
0.109 ± 0.003
0.144 ± 0.001

3.47 ± 0.05
1.70 ± 0.05
2.17 ± 0.02

3.47
1.47
2.39

3.56
2.09
1.73

3.72 ± 0.22
2.20 ± 0.11
1.77 ± 0.09

Note. TNU = Terrestrial Neutrino Units; UC = Upper Crust; MC = Middle Crust; LC = Lower Crust.
GTOT values for unitary uranium and thorium abundances are referred to the 6° × 4° area centered at the Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory detector location. GTOT was calculated by adopting the GIGJ, CRUST 1.0, and RRM geophysical crustal models. For the GIGJ model the separate uranium (GU) and
thorium (GTh) signal components are also reported, where the overall relative uncertainty was obtained by summing the estimation error and systematic relative
mass uncertainties (Table 1).

a

3.6 × 1016 kg, 11.0 × 1016 kg, and 4.5 × 1016 kg, respectively. Comparing these values with those
reported in Table 1, the UC is the only layer for which the solution selection induces a variability
larger than the GIGJ estimation error. However, this variability is well below the GIGJ systematic
error for the UC, thus concluding that the solution selection has no impact in the geoneutrino signal
estimates (Table 2).
5.3. Model Assessment
The GIGJ solution combines local seismic data to constrain the boundaries of the main geophysical discontinuities together with gravity data to overcome the absence of site‐speciﬁc information.
From a voxel‐by‐voxel comparison between the GIGJ solution and the prior model, it results that the additional gravity information modiﬁes the shapes of the boundary surfaces and introduces a density variability
inside each layer (Figure 7). Regarding the geometry, the higher discrepancies are observed for the TLC and
MD for which the mean ± 1σ of the differences between the depth of the layer boundary surfaces are equal to
(410 ± 560) m and (110 ± 380) m, with maximum values of 2.2 km and 1.6 km, respectively. Additional gravity data do not change the mean value of crustal density characterizing the prior model but introduce top‐to‐
bottom vertical gradients with mean density variations of 42.4 kg/m3, 10.8 kg/m3, and 23.6 kg/m3 for the UC,
MC, and LC, respectively.
A further assessment was performed by comparing the prior and the ﬁnal model with respect to the available
seismic and gravity observations. The prior model ﬁts the DSS proﬁles with standard deviations of 2.12 km,
2.30 km, and 2.51 km for the TMC, TLC, and MD, respectively, and ﬁts the
gravity data set with a standard deviation of the residuals σg = 17.14 mGal.
GIGJ preserves the same level of ﬁtting of the seismic proﬁles but leads to
a gravity interpretation with σg = 1.14 mGal (Figure 4), fully consistent
with the observation noise. Note that a gravity inversion acting only on
the geometry of the boundary surfaces without varying the homogeneous
densities of the prior model crustal layers, namely acting only on the
labels L of equation (6), is not able to reach the milliGal level gravity ﬁtting with reasonably smooth surfaces. From all these considerations, it
can be stated that the Bayesian inversion algorithm played a signiﬁcant
role in the ﬁnal solution by changing the model geometry and density distribution so as to remain coherent with the seismic information but
strongly improving the gravity interpretation.

Figure 8. Upper Crust (UC), Middle Crust (MC), and Lower Crust (LC)
average thicknesses in the 6° × 4° area centered at JUNO (Jiangmen
Underground Neutrino Observatory), together with their standard deviations, for the GIGJ, CRUST 1.0, and RRM models.
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Thanks to the used local seismic and gravity information, GIGJ is also a
signiﬁcant advance in the modeling of the geophysical structure of the
6° × 4° area centered at JUNO in comparison with the CRUST 1.0 and
RRM global models. Although all these models exhibit similar overall
crustal thicknesses as a result of the sharp discontinuity given by the
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Figure 9. Maps of the Upper Crust, Middle Crust, and Lower Crust percentage contribution to the total geoneutrino signal (GTOT = GU + GTh) for the 6° × 4° area
centered at the JUNO (Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory) detector location. For each panel, 100% of the signal corresponds to the signal generated by
the speciﬁc crustal layer.

Moho, on average the GIGJ model predicts a 30% thinner MC and a 18% thicker LC with respect to global
models (Figure 8).

6. Expected Geoneutrino Signal
The three modeled geoneutrino life phases correspond to the production concurrent with beta minus decays
along the 238U and 232Th decay chains, propagation from the production point to the JUNO location, and
detection via the inverse beta decay reaction. The GIGJ model was divided into 7 × 107 cells of
1 km × 1 km × 0.1 km dimensions, each one assigned with a crustal layer label, an individual density value,
and unitary U and Th abundances (aU = 1 μg/g and aTh = 1 μg/g).
The expected geoneutrino signal linearly scales with the U and Th mass distributed in the crust and depends
on the source‐detector distance r by a combined effect of the 1/4πr2 spherical scaling factor and the average
antineutrino survival probability, which oscillations gradually damp for increasing distance from the experimental site. On the basis of the approach and input parameters described in section 7 of Strati et al. (2017),
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we calculated the geoneutrino signal expressed in Terrestrial Neutrino Units (TNU) which correspond to the
number of geoneutrino events per 1032 free target protons per year.
Table 2 summarizes the UC, MC, and LC geoneutrino signals (GTOT = GU + GTh) expected at JUNO calculated with GIGJ, the prior model (see section 4.4), the global CRUST 1.0 and RRM models, always assuming
unitary radioisotope abundances.
From the comparison between the signals calculated using the prior and GIGJ models, it is possible to infer
that the beneﬁt of using gravity information with the proposed inversion procedure lies in a different repartition of the signal contribution from deep layers (MC and LC), coming from a better understanding of the
Earth crustal structure below JUNO. Moreover, the adoption of a Bayesian approach for the inversion of
the gravimetric problem allowed for estimating the geoneutrino signal uncertainty for each crustal layer
by conservatively summing the estimation error and systematic uncertainty on the layer mass (Table 1).
The UC geoneutrino signal is compatible among the GIGJ and global models at 1σ level due to a moderate
discrepancy among UC average thicknesses (Figure 8). Nevertheless, the integration of local geophysical
input and gravimetric homogenous data according to a Bayesian approach originates a decrease of 77% in
the calculated uncertainty on the UC geoneutrino signal. GIGJ predicts a thinner MC and a thicker LC
(Figure 8), which implies a reduction (~21%) and an increase (~24%) of the signal with respect to the global
models for the MC and LC, respectively. We notice a signal uncertainty reduction of 55% and 78% for MC
and LC, respectively, in comparison with the RRM estimates. The signiﬁcant improvement for the LC can
be attributed to the constraint of its bottom surface with consistent local MD depth information used in
the a priori model. A reﬁned distinction among the deep crustal layers is a delicate point in the analysis of
JUNO geoneutrino data considering that MC and LC are typically characterized by U and Th abundances
differing by a factor of ~2.5 and ~13.5 from that of the UC (Huang et al., 2013).
Figure 9 shows the UC, MC, and LC maps of the relative contribution to the geoneutrino signal given by each
50 km × 50 km voxel, normalized to the signal produced by each layer. Focusing on the 100 km × 100 km
area centered at JUNO, we highlight an evident N‐S anisotropy in the UC geoneutrino signal since the
two northern voxels originate ~40% of the UC signal. In the perspective of a geophysical and geochemical
reﬁnement, this is a relevant information for planning future surveys as done in Strati et al. (2017).

7. Conclusions
A 3‐D voxel‐wise crustal model beneath the Guangdong province, southeastern China, was built by inverting gravimetric data with the aim of predicting the geoneutrino signal at the JUNO experiment.
The 6° × 4° area centered at JUNO was studied in the complex tectonic framework of the SCB. During its
history, this block experienced the collision of two Neoproterozoic continental crustal blocks, presently
recognized in the Yangtze, forming a stable cratonic area, and in the CB, which comprises the offshore continental margin of the SCS. For the ﬁrst time the heterogeneous information from DSS proﬁles, RF, teleseismic P wave velocity models, and Moho depth maps were integrated into a unique and consistent a priori
geological model used for the gravimetric inversion, which is based on a Bayesian approach and a stochastic
optimization. The method was tuned at the algorithm level by supplying a variation range of each depth
surface and of each crustal layer density, which was laterally and vertically constrained. The peculiarity of
the solution is that it was chosen as the most probable set of labels and densities by taking into account
two penalty functions deﬁning the limits of the boundary surfaces and neighborhood rules between
different materials.
GIGJ is a 3‐D numerical model constituted by ~46 × 103 voxels of 50 × 50 × 0.1 km, which is provided in
ASCII format at this website (http://www.fe.infn.it/radioactivity/GIGJ). GIGJ ﬁts homogeneously distributed GOCE gravity data with a standard deviation of the residuals of the order of 1 mGal, compatible with the
observation accuracy. The solution is the smoothest one in terms of both density distribution and geometrical shape. While global crustal models (e.g., CRUST 1.0) report for UC, MC, and LC an equal thickness corresponding to 33% of the total crustal thickness, GIGJ provides a site‐speciﬁc subdivision of the crust
(Figure 8). GIGJ predicts MUC = [697.8 ± 2.2 (±9.6)] × 1016 kg, MMC = [585.0 ± 15.8 (±1.9)] × 1016 kg,
and MLC = [1,001.1 ± 9.3 (±0.3)] × 1016 kg, where the estimation errors are associated to the solution of
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the inverse gravimetric problem and the systematic uncertainties (in brackets) are related to the adoption of
a ﬁxed sedimentary layer.
Regarding geoneutrino signals prediction, the main outcome of this study is the 77%, 55%, and 78% reduction
of the UC, MC, and LC signal uncertainty. As a consequence of the rearrangement of the crustal layers thicknesses, we predict a reduction (~21%) and an increase (~24%) of the MC and LC signal, respectively, in comparison with the results obtained from global models. This geophysical reﬁnement has strong implications
on the predicted local geoneutrino signal, which, once geochemical abundances are taken into account, is
foreseen to be about 50% of the total signal (Strati et al., 2015). In perspective, an uncertainty reduction in
the expected crustal geoneutrino signal will enhance the potential of JUNO in distinguishing a mantle geoneutrino signal component and in turn testing different bulk silicate compositional models of the Earth.
This study demonstrates that a Bayesian‐based gravimetric inversion applied to reliable satellite data rationally integrated with local geological and seismic information provides a coherent picture of the crustal structure at the natural spatial scale required for geoneutrino studies.
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